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Abstract We present a new and simple method which consists to apply constellation shap-

ing to bit-interleaved turbo-coded modulation (BICTM) over additive white Gaussian noise

channels. By assuming the example of a 3-bit/dim 16-PAM BITCM, it is shown that this

technique can provide shaping gain of 0.79dB.

Keywords Constellation Shaping · Bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM)

1 Introduction

For the Gaussian channel, constellation shaping techniques refer to the selection of the signal

shape where the average energy is reduced and the constellation shape is Gaussian in distri-

bution [1,2]. Thus, the system gain is obtained by the sum of both coding gain and shaping

gain. For bandwidth-efficient communications over additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)

channels, power and bandwidth are the two main constraints. To overcome the problem of

large needed powers, it is interesting to investigate the combination of constellation shaping

and turbo coding [3]. Some techniques have recently been proposed to apply constellation

shaping principles to bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) schemes using turbo coding,

referred hereafter to as bit-interleaved turbo-coded modulation (BITCM) schemes [4–7].

In this paper, we present another method for combining shaping and BITCM. Our tech-

nique is based on a shaping technique in which the basic constellation ispartitioned into
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several equal-sized sub-constellation of increasing average energy [8]. It consists of count-

ing the number of zeros (0) at a certain level of the output of the turbo coder. The num-

ber of zeros (0) should always exceed the number of ones (1) in order to specify the

sequence of sub-constellation so that low-energy signals are transmitted more frequently

than high-energy signals. The partitioning method preserves the Gray mapping provided

that only one level of partition is considered, i.e. the basic constellation is divided into

two sub-constellations. This relative compatibility between shaping and Gray mapping con-

stitutes a crucial point since it is well known that BITCM schemes perform optimally

when Gray mapping is used to label constellation signal points [9]. Throughout this work,

we assume a Gaussian channel, and only consider the case of 2m-ary one-dimensional

(1-D) constellation, hereafter referred to as 2m-PAM constellation which is equivalent to

an 22.m-QAM.

The organization of this paper is as follows: In Sect. 2, the structures of our BICM trans-

mitter and receiver are presented. Computer simulation results are shown in Sect. 3. Finally,

conclusions are drawn in Sect. 4.

2 System Description

In this section, we introduce the structure of the proposed system that combines constellation

shaping and BICM. Hereafter, a notation in the form X = (xn)N shall be used to denote a
vector X composed of N scalar quantities xn, nǫ{1, 2, . . . , N }.

2.1 The Proposed BICM Transmitter with Constellation Shaping

Consider a bandwidth-efficient communication system using 2m-ary pulse-amplitude mod-

ulation (PAM) and operating over an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. Gray

mapping is employed to label constellation signal points, as is generally the case in BICM.

The block diagram of the proposed transmitter is given in Fig. 1.

Consider the transmission of a vector ofN information bits. This sequence is first encoded
using a rate-Rc error-correcting encoder. The vector C thus obtained is converted into m

parallel binary vectors which are then interleaved in a random fashion πi , iǫ{1, . . . ,m}
to produce m vectors Ci , iǫ{1, . . . ,m}. The serial-to-parallel (SP) conversion is performed
so that the length of the first vector C1 is shorter than that of the other (m − 1) vectors
Ci , iǫ{2, . . . ,m}.
If L designates the length of a vector Ci , iǫ{1, . . . ,m}, the length of C1 is then given by

L1 = L .
(Q−1)
Q < L where Q is an integer whose practical significance is explained in the

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the proposed BICM transmitter
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Table 1 Probability P0 of zero in the sub-vectors generated by the inversion block as a function of the length
Q of these sub-vectors for Q ranging from 2 to 11

Q 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11

P0 0.7500 0.6875 0.6562 0.6367 0.6230

The saving energy 2.06 1.43 1.16 0.99 0.89

next paragraph. Let us focus now on the second binary vector C2. This L-bit vector is first
divided into a sequence of Q-bit sub-vectors.
Let C2,Q = (cq)Q denote a particular sub-vector composed of Q bits cq , qǫ{1, . . . , Q}.

Each sub-vector is then individually processed by a bit inversion block as follows: The

number of zeros and ones in C2,Q is first counted. If the block detects that there are more

ones than zeros in C2,Q , all bits cq , qǫ{1, . . . , Q} are inverted. If this is not the case, this
inversion does not take place. As a summary, for every sub-vector C2,Q , the inversion block

generates a corresponding Q-bit sub-vector Ĉ2,Q = (̂cq)Q equal to either C2,Q = (cq)Q or
C2,Q = (cq)Q depending on the number of zeros in C2,Q . The result is that the successive

sub-vectors Ĉ2,Q available at the inversion block output always contain more zeros than ones.

It is important to mention that the probability P0 of a zero in the L-bit vector Ĉ2, which is
composed of the successive sub-vectors Ĉ2,Q , depends on the value of the parameter Q i.e.,
the value of P0 decreases as the value of Q is increased. A computer program was whiten
so as to calculate P0 as the function of Q, Table 1 shows the values of P0 obtained when Q
ranges from 2 to 11, which is equal to

P0 =
1

Q

Q∑

q=1

Pr.[̂cq = 0] (1)

The bit inversion block also generates, for each sub-vector C2,Q , an additional bit, referred

to as side information (SI) bit, to indicate whether or not an inversion of C2,Q has been

performed. This SI bit must also be transmitted as the receiver requires an estimate of its

value in order to operate properly. For each L-bit vector C2, the total number of SI bits is

equal to L/QWe transmit these SI bits by inserting them inside the first vector C1. Since the
original length of C1 is given by L1 = L .

Q−1
Q < L , the insertion of the SI bits in C1 produces

another vector Ĉ1 whose length is now equal to L1 = L .
Q−1
Q + L

Q = L bits. The reason
why we choose to insert the SI bits inside C1 rather than in any other vector Ci , iǫ{2, . . . ,m}
will be explained later. Note that, in order to operate properly, the receiver requires very

reliable estimates of these SI bits, since a whole Q-bit subvector C2,Q is, in effect, lost every
time the corresponding SI bit is erroneously detected. It is worthwhile mentioning that the

binary vectors Ci , iǫ{3, . . . ,m}, are not processed at all, unlike C1 and C2. Finally, a vector

(c j,1, c j,2, . . . , c j,m), where c j,i denotes the j-th bit of either Ĉi , iǫ{1, 2}, or Ci , iǫ{3, . . . ,m}
is mapped onto a signal point of a 2m-PAM constellation according to Gray labelling. We

can easily show that the transmission of N = Rc.((m − 1) +
Q−1
Q ). L information bits is

performed by emitting L successive 1-D signal points s j , jǫ{1, . . . , L} i.e. an L-dimensional
(L-D) signal point denoted s. Hence, the data rate R obtained with the proposed system is

R = Rc.

(
Q.m − 1

Q

)
bits/dim (2)

which is less than the rate Ŕ = Rc bits/dim obtained with an equivalent BICM scheme

designed using the traditional method. This loss in data rate, which is due to the presence of
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Fig. 2 Gray labeling for 16-PAM constellation (m = 4)

the SI bits inside the transmitted sequence, is compensated by increasing the coding rate of

the error correcting code by a factor equal to Q.m
Q.m−1 .

To understand how the proposed system can achieve better error performance than a

traditional BICM scheme,we need to have a close look at some characteristics of the Gray

mapping for PAM constellations. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the Gray labelling for 16-PAM

constellation, corresponding to the casem = 4. Figure 2 clearly shows that, in Graymapping,
some bits are inherently better protected than others from the detrimental effect of Gaussian

noise (see, e.g., [10] for more details). Actually, we can see that the protection offered to

bits c j,i , iǫ{1, . . . ,m}, decreases as the value of i increases, thus implying that there are m
different layers of protection. The first layer, corresponding to i = 1, should therefore be

used to carry bits that must be transmitted with the highest possible reliability, such as the

SI bits generated by the inversion block in the proposed BICM scheme. As the sequence

transmitted over the first layer of protection is the vector Ĉ1, the best strategy is definitely to

embed the SI bits in Ĉ1.

From Fig. 2, we also notice that the second layer, corresponding to i = 2, presents the

following characteristic: one of the 2m−1 (=8 in Fig. 2) signal points of lowest energies in the

constellation is selected every time we have c j,2 = 0. The fact that Pr[c j,2 = 0] > Pr[c j,2 =
1], or equivalently P0 > 0.5, due to the use of the inversion block, means that the 2m−1

lowest-energy signals are transmitted more frequently than the 2m−1 highest-energy signals,

thus achieving a constellation shaping effect similar to that described in [6,8].

This results in some saving in the average energy per transmitted signal when compared

to a classical BICM transmitter (for which P0 = 0.5). In fact, the average energy γ per

transmitted signal point s j , jǫ{1, . . . , L} is given by

γ = γ0.P0 + γ1.(1− P0) (3)

where γ0 and γ1 are the average energies of the 2
m−1 lowest-energy signals and 2m−1 highest-

energy signals, respectively. As γ0 < γ1 and P0 > 0.5, we can easily show that γ0 < γ́ ,

where γ́ =
γ0+γ1
2

designates the average energy per transmitted signal point in an equivalent

BICM scheme without constellation shaping, i.e. for which all signal points in the PAM

constellation are equiprobable (P0 = 0.5). In other words, the use of the bit inversion block
reduces the average energy per transmitted signal by a factor equal to

γ́

γ
=
1

2
.

γ0 + γ1

γ0.P0 + γ1.(1− P0)
(4)

For instance, if we assume Q = 6 and the use of 16-PAM (m = 4) we can show that

γ0 = 21, γ1 = 149, P0 ≈ 0.6562 (see Table 1). In this case, the energy saving achieved

using the proposed technique is equal to 10. log10[
γ́
γ
] ≈ 1.16dB.

Unfortunately, this energy saving does not directly translate into a shaping gain at the

receiver output. In fact, the shaping gain is smaller than the energy saving because of two

reasons:
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– The coding rate Rc needs to be increased to compensate for the rate loss due to the side
information, thus reducing the error-correction capabilities of the error-correcting code;

– The error rate on the transmitted SI bits is not equal to zero.

2.2 The Proposed BICM Receiver

The block diagram of the proposed BICM receiver is depicted in Fig. 3. The received L-D
signal r is a vector of L channel samples r j , jǫ{1, . . . , L} expressed as r j = s j +w j , where

w j is a Gaussian noise sample with zero mean and variance σ 2. In the de-mapping block,

the logarithm of likelihood ratio (LLR) L(c j,i ) associated with each bit c j,i , iǫ{1, . . . ,m} is
computed from sample r j using well-known expressions, such as the simplified equations
proposed in [11].

The fact that Pr[c j,2 = 0] 6= Pr[c j,1 = 1] is due to the use of the inversion block at the
transmitter side must be taken into account when evaluating the LLRs L(c j,2), jǫ{1, . . . , L}.
We can demonstrate that it can be done by simply adding, to the standard expressions obtained

for Pr[c j,1 = 0] = Pr[c j,1 = 1], a constant computed as

ln

[
Pr[c j,2 = 1]

Pr[c j,2 = 0]

]
= ln

[
1− P0
P0

]
(5)

Note that this term only depends on the value of the parameter Q (since P0 only depends
on Q). As an example, if we use the simplified LLR equations introduced in [11], the LLRs
c j,i , jǫ{1, . . . , L}, are given by

L(c j,2) = |r j | − 2
m−1 + ln

[
1− P0
P0

]
(6)

where the operator |r j | denotes absolute value of r j .
The LLRs of the SI bits (denoted as L(SI) in Fig. 3) are extracted from the vector L(Ĉ1)

composed of the LLRs L(c j,1), jǫ{1, . . . , L}, and then fed into the soft inversion block. The
task of this block is to process the LLRs L(c j,2), jǫ{1, . . . , L} initially computed by the
de-mapper,by taking into account the LLRs of the SI bits. To explain how the soft inversion

block operates, let us focus on a particular bit ĉq of a transmitted sub-vector Ĉ2,Q = (̂cq)Q .
We have previously seen that we have either ĉq = cq or ĉq = cq .
It can therefore be shown that the LLR L(cq) is either given by L(cq) = L (̂cq) or

L(cq) = −L (̂cq) where L (̂cq) is the estimate of ĉq produced by the de-mapper [12]. The
receiver uses the estimate of the corresponding SI bit, hereafter denoted as cSI, to evaluate
L(cq) using the generic expression

Fig. 3 Block diagram of the proposed BICM receiver
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L(cq) = L (̂cq).Pr[cSI = 0] − L (̂cq).Pr[cSI = 1] (7)

obtained by assuming that ĉq = cq corresponds to cSI = 0 and ĉq = cq is associated with
cSI = 1. In addition, we can show that [12]

Pr[cSI = k] =
ek.L(cSI)

1+ ek.L(cSI)
for kǫ{0, 1} (8)

By combining (6) and (7), we obtain

L(cq) = L (̂cq).
1− ek.L(cSI)

1+ ek.L(cSI)
(9)

The task of the soft inversion block is thus to compute the LLR L(cq) using both estimates
L (̂cq) and L(cSI ) based on (9). Note that, if the simplified LLR equations derived in [11]
are employed, (9) becomes:

L(cq) = L (̂cq).

[

1− erSI

1+ erSI

]

(10)

where rSI is the channel sample carrying the SI bit. Note that (10) is even simpler to implement
than (9). The parallel sequences L(Ci ) composed of the LLRs L(c j,i ), iǫ{1, . . . ,m} and
jǫ{1, . . . ,m} are de-interleaved and then converted into a serial stream L(C) of LLRs. The

latter is finally decoded using a soft-decision decoder.

3 Design of a 3-bit/dim 16-PAM BITCM Scheme

In this section, we consider the example of 3-bit/dim 16-PAM BITCM for which we provide

theoretical analysis in addition to computer simulation results.

3.1 Theoretical Shaping Gain

The achievable shaping gains can be determined by evaluating the gains in terms of mutual

information obtained with the proposed shaping algorithm. Let sǫS and r denote respectively
the transmitted signal and the corresponding received signal.

Information theory tells us that the mutual information I of the discrete-input Gaussian
channel, expressed in bit/dim, is given by [6]

I =
∑

sǫS

+∞
∫

−∞

Pr(s)p(r |s) log2

[

p(r |s)
∑

sǫS Pr(s)p(r |s)

]

dr (11)

where p(r |s) denotes the transition probability density function of the gaussian channel. It
can easily be shown that, for the system described in this paper, (11) is equivalent to:

I = Es,r

[

log2

(

2m−1 exp(−N−10 (r − s)2)
∑

xǫS P(x) exp(−N−10 (r − x)2)

)]

(12)

where Es,r denotes expectation respect to s and r, and the term P(x) is given by:

P(x) =

{

(1− P0) for xǫS1
P0 −→ for xǫ S0
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Fig. 4 Variation of the achievable shaping gain against P0 for the proposed system, where I = 3 and m = 4
(16-PAM)

in Eq. (12), the term N0 is computed using:

N0 =
4m−1(7− 6.P0)− 1

3.γs
(13)

where γs is the average signal to noise ration (SNR) per transmitted signal. Numerical inte-

gration of (13) via the Monte Carlo method allows us to determine the achievable shaping

gain for any desired mutual information I and any values of parameters m and P0. Figure 4
shows the variation of the shaping gain as a function of P0, when I = 3 bit/dim and m = 4
(16-PAM). It is seen that the simple partitioning method considered in this paper can offer

shaping gain larger than 0.7dB provided that the shaping code is designed so that P0 ranges
from 0.69 to 0.85. The maximal value of shaping gain equal to 0.80dB, and is obtained when

P0 ≈ 0.78.

3.2 Simulation Results

We simulated the error performance of several 3-bit/dim 16-PAM BITCMs based on four

configurations, which are (Q = 2, Rc = 6/7), (Q = 4, Rc = 4/5), (Q = 6, Rc = 18/23)
and (Q = 8, Rc = 24/31). The rate −6/7,−4/5,−18/23 and −24/31 re obtained by

puncturing a rate-1/3 turbo code built from two parallel-concatenated 16-sate RSC codeswith

polynomials (23,35). To ensure optimal error performance, only parity bits are punctured.

The size of the pseudo-random interleaver separating both RSC codes, i.e. the length N of a
frame of information bits, is equal to 3,000bits. Turbo coding is performed in 10 iterations,

and the MAP algorithm is used to decoding of each RSC code. Gray mapping is used such

as maximum protection is offered to information bits.

Figure 5 shows graphs of BER versus Eb/N0 for a 3-bit/s/Hz 16-PAM BITCM scheme.

The BER curves obtained without shaping is displayed for comparison purposes.

It is seen that the shaping technique described in this paper allows for significant error

performance improvement for different valuesQ. For instance, at a BER = 10−5, we achieve,
with the length Q = 2, shaping gain equal to 0.79dB. To illustrate the effect of the side

information in the final results, we have plotted in the Fig. 5 the BER curves obtained with a
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Fig. 5 BER Performance comparisons over AWGN channel between serval 3-bit/dim 16-PAM BITCM

schemes

3-bit/dim 16-PAM BITCM system assuming perfect side information and Q = 2. It is seen
that the error rate on the transmitted SI results in a significant error performance degradation

of all configurations. For instance, at a BER of 10−5 and Q = 2, the performance loss,

almost equal to 1.08dB, which confirm the considerable effect due the side information. We

have plotted in Fig. 5 the BER curves obtained with a 3-bit/dim 16-PAM BITCM system

designed using Legoff’s technique [6]. It is seen that the performance difference between

both schemes at a BER = 10−5 is equal to 0.2dB. As for the complexity issue, Legoff’s

scheme is more complex to implement than our system.

4 Conclusion

We have presented a very simple technique to combine constellation shaping in the context

of BICM. Simulation results show that, in practice, a 3-bit/dim 16-PAM BITCM scheme

designed using this technique can achieve shaping gains of approximately 0.79dB. It is

important to mention that our technique preserves most of the simplicity and the flexibility

that have made the BICM approach so attractive for many practical applications.
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